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The present invention relates to an automatic tape setting apparatus that automatically sets a carrier tape and a top tape of a component package tape wound around a tape reel in a pitch feed mechanism section and a top tape delivery mechanism section of a tape feeder.

Background Art

For example, an apparatus (a taping component cueing device) is disclosed in PTL 1 in which a tape delivery device of a tape feeder (component supply device) is driven by rotation of a manual handle and a component stored in a carrier tape is initially cued, and then a carrier tape and a top tape (cover tape) are set. However, in the apparatus, it is necessary for setting of the carrier tape and the top tape to be performed manually, and effort is expended.

Meanwhile, an automatic tape setting apparatus (automatic setup apparatus of a chip type taping) that automatically sets a tape is described in PTL 2. The apparatus is configured such that an end portion of a top tape (cover tape) adhered to a carrier tape (taping base) is sucked into a suction tube connected to a suction pump and secured to a winding reel by a heating roller. However, for sucking and holding the end portion of the top tape with the suction tube, it is necessary for the end portion to pass through an opening of a tape guide by an injection pressure of air injected from an injection port and there is a problem that suction and holding error of the end portion is likely to occur.

An automatic tape setting apparatus (a tape mounting arm robot) for solving the above problem is described in PTL 3. The apparatus is configured such that a carrier tape (body tape) and a top tape (cover tape) are delivered to a predetermined position of a tape feeder by a tape mounting arm and the top tape (cover tape) separated from the carrier tape (body tape) is transferred to a cover tape discharge roller by the tape mounting arm. Another example of an automatic tape setting apparatus is known from PTL 4.

Technical Problem

In the automatic tape setting apparatus described in PTL 3, it is necessary to respectively provide a pull-out section capable of being gripped by the tape mounting arm in the carrier tape and in the top tape. Thus, it is necessary to prepare a dedicated tape feeder in which a transport path through which the pull-out section capable of passing is provided, and a general-purpose tape feeder cannot be used and it tends to increase cost. Furthermore, if various types of components are required, it is necessary to provide the pull-out section in the carrier tape and the top tape for each component, and there is a problem that effort and cost are expended.

The present invention is made in view of the above situations and an object of the invention is to provide an automatic tape setting apparatus that can automatically set a carrier tape and a top tape in a tape feeder with a simple and low-cost configuration.

Solution to Problem

In order to solve the above problem, according to the invention related to claim 1, there is provided an automatic tape setting apparatus that automatically sets a component package tape in a tape feeder including a pitch feed mechanism section that pitch feeds the component package tape from a tape reel around which the component package tape in which a top tape is adhered to an upper surface of a carrier tape in which components are stored at predetermined pitches is wound to a component suction position; a first tape holding section that is provided in the pitch feed mechanism section and holds the component package tape to prevent the component package tape that is pitch fed from deviating from the pitch feed mechanism section; a top tape peeling section that is provided in the first tape holding section and peels the top tape from the component package tape; a top tape delivery mechanism section that delivers the top tape that is peeled from the component package tape in the top tape peeling section in the direction opposite to a pitch feed direction of the component package tape; and a second tape holding section that is provided in the top tape delivery mechanism section and holds the top tape that is delivered, the automatic tape setting apparatus including: a feeder holding stand that holds the tape feeder in which the tape reel is mounted on a reel mounting section; a tape transport device that transports the component package tape pulled out from the tape reel to the pitch feed mechanism section; a tape transfer device that clamps a leading end of the top tape adhered to the carrier tape that is transported to the pitch feed mechanism section and peels the top tape from the carrier tape in the top tape peeling section, and then transfers the top tape to the top tape delivery mechanism section; and a tape holding releasing device that releases
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holding of the first tape holding section when the component package tape is transported by the tape transport device and set to the pitch feed mechanism section; holds the component package tape in the first tape holding section after the component package tape is set; releases holding of the second tape holding section when the top tape is transferred by the tape transfer device and set to the top tape delivery mechanism section; and holds the top tape in the second tape holding section after the top tape is set.

[0009] The invention related to claim 2 is directed to the automatic tape setting apparatus according to claim 1, wherein a tape transfer control device is provided that transfers and sets the top tape to the top tape delivery mechanism section by synchronously controlling a transfer operation of the tape transfer device and a pitch feed operation of the pitch feed mechanism section.

[0010] The invention related to claim 3 is directed to the automatic tape setting apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the feeder holding stand is provided with a power supply section that supplies power at least to the pitch feed mechanism section.

[0011] The invention related to claim 4 is directed to the automatic tape setting apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the tape transport device is provided with a feed device that pinches and pulls out the component package tape from the tape reel and then transports the component package tape to the pitch feed mechanism section, and a guide that guides the transported component package tape.

[0012] The invention related to claim 5 is directed to the automatic tape setting apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the tape transfer device is provided with clamping means for clamping the top tape and detecting means for detecting a predetermined position of the transported component package tape on a leading end side, and the automatic tape setting apparatus is provided with a tape transfer control device that temporarily stops the transport of the component package tape when the predetermined position is detected by the detecting means, and sets one of the component package tape and the clamping means in the pitch feed mechanism section after moving the one of the component package tape and the clamping means in a transport direction and a reverse transport direction of the component package tape by a predetermined distance.

[0013] The invention related to claim 6 is directed to the automatic tape setting apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the tape transport device and the tape holding releasing device are respectively disposed on both sides across the tape feeder that is held in the feeder holding stand, the tape transport device is provided with a transport moving device that allows the tape transport device to approach the tape feeder when the component package tape is automatically set in the pitch feed mechanism section and allows the tape transport device to be detached from the tape feeder when the top tape is automatically set in the top tape delivery mechanism section, and the tape holding releasing device is provided with a releasing moving device that allows the tape holding releasing device to approach with respect to the tape feeder when the component package tape is automatically set in the pitch feed mechanism section and when the top tape is automatically set in the top tape delivery mechanism section, and allows the tape holding releasing device to be detached from the tape feeder after setting of the top tape is completed.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0014] According to the invention related to claim 1, the tape transport device transports the component package tape that is pulled out from the tape reel to the pitch feed mechanism section. Then, the tape holding releasing device holds the component package tape in the first tape holding section that is in the released state. Furthermore, the tape transfer device clamps the leading end section of the top tape adhered to the carrier tape that is transported to the pitch feed mechanism section and transfers the top tape to the top tape delivery mechanism section after peeling the top tape from the carrier tape with the top tape peeling section. Then, the tape holding releasing device holds the top tape in the second tape holding section that is in the released state. Therefore, since it is not necessary to respectively provide pull-out sections in the carrier tape and in the top tape and it is not necessary to prepare a dedicated tape feeder in which the transport path through which the pull-out sections pass is provided as the related art, it is possible to use the general-purpose tape feeder and it is possible to suppress the cost. Furthermore, since the carrier tape and the top tape can be automatically and reliably set in the pitch feed mechanism section and in the top tape delivery mechanism section, respectively, only by entering the component package tape that is pulled out from the tape reel into the tape transport device, it is possible to significantly reduce the setting time.

[0015] According to the invention related to claim 2, when the top tape is transferred and set in the top tape delivery mechanism section, the tape transfer control device synchronously controls the transfer operation of the tape transfer device and the pitch feed operation of the pitch feed mechanism section. Therefore, it is possible to smoothly peel the top tape from the carrier tape and it is possible to automatically and reliably set the top tape in the top tape delivery mechanism section by preventing the top tape from being cut during transferring.

[0016] According to the invention related to claim 3, the power supply section of the feeder holding stand can supply power to the pitch feed mechanism section of the tape feeder that is held in the feeder holding stand. Therefore, it is possible to further reduce the setting time since it is possible to start setting of the component package tape only by holding the tape feeder in the feeder holding stand and it is not necessary to connect the power supply source to the tape feeder when performing substituting
According to the invention related to claim 4, the feed device of the tape transport device pulls out the component package tape from the tape reel while pinching the component package tape and the component package tape is transported to the pitch feed mechanism section by the feed device while being guided by the guide. Therefore, it is possible to transport the component package tape to the pitch feed mechanism section with high accuracy.

According to the invention related to claim 5, when the top tape is clamped by the clamping means, the tape transfer control device allows the component package tape to be moved in the transport direction and the reverse transport direction with respect to the clamping means by a predetermined distance. Therefore, even when the top tape is bent in the reverse transport direction during transportation of the component package tape, it is possible to return the top tape to a state before the top tape is bent by moving the component package tape in the transport direction and the reverse transport direction as described above.

According to the invention related to claim 6, when the component package tape is set in the pitch feed mechanism section, the transport moving device and the releasing moving device allow the tape transport device and the tape holding releasing device to approach the tape feeder. Therefore, since the tape transport device and the tape holding releasing device are separated from the tape feeder before the component package tape is set, it is possible to easily set the tape feeder in the feeder holding stand. Furthermore, when the top tape is set in the top tape delivery mechanism section, the transport moving device allows the tape transport device to be separated from the tape feeder. Therefore, it is possible to automatically and reliably set the top tape in the top tape delivery mechanism section without interfering with the tape transport device during operation of the tape transport device.

Brief Description of Drawings

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a schematic plan view illustrating an automatic tape setting apparatus according to an embodiment of the invention.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a schematic perspective view illustrating a tape feeder in which a component package tape is set in the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a schematic perspective view illustrating the component package tape.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a schematic perspective view illustrating a feeder holding device of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a schematic perspective view illustrating a tape transport device of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a schematic perspective view illustrating a tape transfer device of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a schematic perspective view illustrating a tape holding releasing device of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a first view describing an operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state before the tape feeder is held in the feeder holding device.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a second view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state after the tape feeder is held in the feeder holding device.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a third view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transport device and the tape holding releasing device are separated from the feeder holding device.
[Fig. 11] Fig. 11 is a fourth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transport device and the tape holding releasing device approach the feeder holding device.
[Fig. 12] Fig. 12 is a fifth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state before the tape holding releasing device releases a first tape holding section.
[Fig. 13] Fig. 13 is a sixth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state after the tape holding releasing device releases the first tape holding section.
[Fig. 14] Fig. 14 is a seventh view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state immediately before the tape transport device transports the component package tape.
[Fig. 15] Fig. 15 is an eighth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transport device transports the component package tape to a pitch feed mechanism section.
[Fig. 16] Fig. 16 is a ninth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a first operation in which the tape transport device sets the component package tape in the pitch feed mechanism section.
[Fig. 17] Fig. 17 is a tenth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a second operation in which the tape transport device sets the com-
ponent package tape in the pitch feed mechanism section.

[Fig. 18] Fig. 18 is an eleventh view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transport device sets the component package tape in the pitch feed mechanism section and the tape transfer device grips a top tape.

[Fig. 19] Fig. 19 is a view corresponding to Fig. 15 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the component package tape is bent when the tape transport device transports the component package tape to the pitch feed mechanism section.

[Fig. 20] Fig. 20 is a view corresponding to Fig. 16 and a perspective view illustrating a first operation in which the tape transport device sets the component package tape in the pitch feed mechanism section in a state where the component package tape is bent.

[Fig. 21] Fig. 21 is a view corresponding to Fig. 17 and a perspective view illustrating a second operation in which the tape transport device sets the component package tape in the pitch feed mechanism section in a state where the component package tape is bent.

[Fig. 22] Fig. 22 is a view corresponding to Fig. 18 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transport device sets the component package tape in the pitch feed mechanism section and the tape transfer device grips the top tape in a state where the component package tape is bent.

[Fig. 23] Fig. 23 is a twelfth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transfer device grips and lifts the top tape.

[Fig. 24] Fig. 24 is a thirteenth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transfer device peels the top tape from a carrier tape.

[Fig. 25] Fig. 25 is a fourteenth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transfer device hangs the top tape on a top tape feed guide.

[Fig. 26] Fig. 26 is a fifteen view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state before the tape holding releasing device releases a second tape holding section.

[Fig. 27] Fig. 27 is a sixteenth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state after the tape holding releasing device releases the second tape holding section.

[Fig. 28] Fig. 28 is a seventeenth view describing the operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus of Fig. 1 and a perspective view illustrating a state where the tape transfer device sets the top tape in a top tape delivery mechanism section.

Description of Embodiments

[0021] Hereinafter, a configuration of an embodiment of an automatic tape setting apparatus of the invention will be described with reference to the drawings. An automatic tape setting apparatus 1 illustrated in Fig. 1 is an apparatus that automatically and respectively sets a carrier tape 21 and a top tape 22 of a component package tape 2 wound around a tape reel 3 that is mounted on a tape feeder 90 illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 in a pitch feed mechanism section 93 and a top tape delivery mechanism section 97 of the tape feeder 90. Moreover, a tape transport direction when setting the component package tape 2 is referred to as a Y direction (an up and down direction on a paper surface of Fig. 1), a direction orthogonal to the Y direction is referred to as an X direction (a left and right direction on the paper surface of Fig. 1), and a vertical direction orthogonal to the Y direction is referred to as a Z direction (a vertical direction on the paper surface of Fig. 1).

[0022] As illustrated in Fig. 1, the automatic tape setting apparatus 1 includes a feeder holding stand 10 that holds the tape feeder 90, a tape transport device 30 that transports the component package tape 2, a tape transfer device 50 that transfers the top tape 22, a tape holding releasing device 70 that respectively releases holdings of first and second tape holding sections 95 and 98 (see Fig. 2) of the tape feeder 90, and a control device 100 that controls operations of the devices 10, 30, 50, and 70.

[0023] The feeder holding stand 10 is disposed substantially at a center of a base stand 5 so that the tape feeder 90 that is held therein faces the Y direction. The tape transport device 50 is disposed on the base stand 5 so as to be along a side (a rear side of the tape feeder 90 illustrated in Fig. 2) on which the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 of the tape feeder 90 that is held in the feeder holding stand 10 is exposed. The tape transport device 30 and the tape holding releasing device 70 are respectively disposed on both sides of the base stand 5 in the X direction across the tape feeder 90 that is held in the feeder holding stand 10. The control device 100 includes a tape transport control device 101 that controls an operation of the tape transport device 30, a tape transfer control device 102 that controls an operation of the tape transfer device 50, and a tape holding releasing control device 103 that controls an operation of the tape holding releasing device 70. The feeder holding stand 10, the tape transport device 30, the tape transfer device 50, and the tape holding releasing device 70 are described below in detail.

[0024] As illustrated in Fig. 2, a reel mounting section 92 on which the tape reel 3 around which the component package tape 2 is wound is detachably mounted is provided on a rear end side (the right side in Fig. 2) of a
feeder body 91 of the tape feeder 90. The pitch feed mechanism section 93 that pitch feeds the component package tape 2 pulled out from the tape reel 3 is provided in an upper portion of a front end side (the left side in Fig. 2) of the feeder body 91. A tape feed guide 94 that forms a tape passage guiding the component package tape 2 that is pitch fed is provided between the reel mounting section 92 and the pitch feed mechanism section 93 in an upper surface portion of the feeder body 91.

[0025] The pitch feed mechanism section 93 includes a sprocket 93a and a motor 93b for rotating the sprocket 93a. Furthermore, the first tape holding section 95 that holds the component package tape 2 to prevent the component package tape 2 from deviating from the pitch feed mechanism section 93 when the component package tape 2 is pitch fed is provided in the pitch feed mechanism section 93.

[0026] As illustrated in an enlarged view A of Fig. 2, a rotation fulcrum 95a that allows the first tape holding section 95 to be rotatable with respect to the sprocket 93a in a radial direction is provided on a front end side (the left side in Fig. 2) of the first tape holding section 95. A lever 95b is protruded and a spring (not illustrated) biasing the first tape holding section 95 downward is assembled on the rear end side (the right side in Fig. 2). Holding of the first tape holding section 95 is released by lifting the lever 95b using a first lever 75 (see Fig. 7) of the tape holding releasing device 70 described below.

[0027] A tape cover section 95c covering the component package tape 2 is provided in an upper surface portion of the first tape holding section 95. The front end side (the left side in Fig. 2) of the tape cover section 95c is opened as a component suction position P and an edge portion of the opening is formed as a tape peeling section 95d for peeling the top tape 22 from the carrier tape 21.

[0028] A power supply terminal 96a that is connected to a power supply section 15 (see Fig. 4) of the feeder holding stand 10 described below and supplies power to a motor 93b of the pitch feed mechanism section 93, and a positioning pin 96b that determines a holding position with respect to the feeder holding stand 10 and a component mounting machine (not illustrated) are provided on the front end surface of the feeder body 91. Moreover, a communication connector that is connected to a communication connector (not illustrated) on the side of the component mounting machine may be provided in the power supply terminal 96a.

[0029] Furthermore, the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 that delivers the top tape 22 that is peeled by the top tape peeling section 95d to the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 when the top tape 22 is delivered is provided in the top tape delivery mechanism section 97.

[0030] As illustrated in an enlarged view B of Fig. 2, a gear 98a that is capable of meshing with the gear 97a of the top tape delivery mechanism section 97, an arm 98c that has a rotation fulcrum 98b allowing the gear 98a to be capable of rotating with respect to the gear 97a in the radial direction, a lever 98d that protrudes downward from the arm 98c, and a spring 98e that biases the arm 98c to the side of the gear 97a are provided in the second tape holding section 98. The holding of the second tape holding section 98 is released by moving the lever 98d in a direction in which the lever 98d is separated from the gear 97a with a second lever 78 (see Fig. 7) of the tape holding releasing device 70 described below.

[0031] A top tape feed guide 99 that guides the top tape 22 peeled by the top tape peeling section 95d to the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 is provided between the top tape peeling section 95d and the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 of the feeder body 91. The top tape feed guide 99 is configured of a pair of rollers 99a and 99b, and is provided so as to be positioned above the component package tape 2 that is pitch fed on the tape feed guide 94. One roller 99a is provided as a roller that applies tension to the top tape 22 to prevent the top tape 22 from sagging.

[0032] Here, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the component package tape 2 is configured to include the carrier tape 21 in which a component 4 is stored at a predetermined pitch and the top tape 22 that covers the component 4 by adhering on the upper surface of the carrier tape 21. A sprocket hole 23 is drilled in one side edge portion of the component package tape 2 at a constant pitch. The component package tape 2 is pitch fed while teeth of the sprocket 93a are sequentially engaged with the sprocket holes 23 by rotation of the sprocket 93a of the pitch feed mechanism section 93. Furthermore, the component package tape 2 is formed so that a leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 protrudes from the leading end of the carrier tape 21 by a predetermined length. The component package tape 2 is configured such that the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 is gripped by a pair of gripping jaws 56 (see Fig. 6) of the tape transfer device 50 described below and the top tape 22 is peeled from the carrier tape 21 when the components are supplied. The peeled top tape 22 is delivered while the teeth of the gear 97a are sequentially engaged with the sprocket holes 23 by rotation of the gear 97a of the top tape delivery mechanism section 97.

[0033] As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 4, the feeder holding stand 10 includes a stand seat 11 on which a bottom surface of the feeder body 91 is mounted and an abutting section 13 against which the front end surface of the feeder body 91 abuts. A pair of support guides 14 that clamp both lower side surfaces of the feeder body 91 are provided.
on the mounting section 12. The abutting section 13 is provided with the power supply section 15 that supplies power by being connected to the power supply terminal 96a of the tape feeder 90 and a positioning hole 16 for positioning the tape feeder 90 by inserting the positioning pin 96b of the tape feeder 90 thereto.

[0034] As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 5, the tape transport device 30 includes a feed device 31 that transports the component package tape 2 that is pulled out from the tape reel 3. a guide 32 that guides the transported component package tape 2, a support plate 33 that supports the feed device 31 and the guide 32, a stand seat 34 on which the support plate 33 is mounted and fixed, and a transport moving device 35 that moves the stand seat 34 in the X direction.

[0035] The feed device 31 includes a plurality (four in the example) of driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d that are disposed in the transport direction, driven rollers 37a and 37b that are disposed so as to respectively abut against the driving roller 36a of a starting end and the driving roller 36b that is arranged next to the driving roller 36a from below, gear motors 38a, 38b, 38c, and 38d that rotate each of the driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d, and a sensor 39 that detects the leading end section of the component package tape 2. The four driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d are disposed in the support plate 33 side by side at predetermined gaps in the Y direction. The driven rollers 37a and 37b are respectively biased toward the driving rollers 36a and 36b by a spring (not illustrated).

[0036] Guides 32 are respectively disposed on the support plate 33 in the front of the driving roller 36a of the starting end, between the four driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d, and after the driving roller 36d of the finishing end. Specifically, guides 32a disposed in the front of the driving roller 36a of the starting end, after the driving roller 36b arranged next to the driving roller 36a, and between the driving rollers 36a and 36b are configured as a pair of guides on the up and down sides according to the arrangement of the driving rollers 36a and 36b, and the driven rollers 37a and 37b. Furthermore, the guides 32b disposed in the front of the driving roller 36c arranged next to the driving roller 36b, after the driving roller 36d of the finishing end, and between the driving rollers 36c and 36d are configured as one guide according to the arrangement of the driving rollers 36c and 36d.

[0037] When the tape feeder 90 is held in the feeder holding stand 10, the tape feed guide 94 of the tape feeder 90 is provided so as to be positioned from the front of the driving roller 36c arranged next to the driving roller 36b to a position after the driving roller 36d of the finishing end. Thus, the transported component package tape 2 is guided through a gap between the guide 32b and the tape feed guide 94. Meanwhile, the tape feed guide 94 is not provided from the front of the driving roller 36a of the starting end to the position after the driving roller 36b arranged next to the driving roller 36a. Thus, the transported component package tape 2 is guided through a gap between the pair of guides 32a.

[0038] The sensor 39 is disposed in the support plate 33 so as to be positioned above a tape inlet of the pair of guides 32a disposed in the front of the driving roller 36a of the finishing end. The sensor 39 is connected to the tape transport control device 101 and a detection signal of the sensor 39 is utilized as a trigger signal of rotation of the driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d, and the sprocket 93a by driving of the gear motors 38a, 38b, 38c, and 38d, and the motor 93b.

[0039] The transport moving device 35 includes a pair of rails 40 and an air cylinder 41. The pair of rails 40 are provided so as to extend in the X direction at a predetermined gap on the base stand 5. The stand seat 34 is slidably disposed on the pair of rails 40 in the X direction. The air cylinder 41 is disposed between the pair of rails 40 on the base stand 5 and is connected to an air supply source (not illustrated), and a cylinder rod 41a is connected to the stand seat 34.

[0040] As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 6, the tape transfer device 50 includes a chuck device 51 (corresponding to "clamping means" of the invention) that clamps the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22, a chuck lifting device 52 that lifts the chuck device 51 in the Z direction, a stand seat 53 that mounts and fixes the chuck lifting device 52, and a chuck moving device 54 that moves the stand seat 53 in the Y direction.

[0041] The chuck device 51 includes a device body 55, the pair of gripping jaws 56 that are slidably mounted inside a groove 55a extending in the Z direction provided on the side surface of the device body 55, an air cylinder 57 that is built in the device body 55 and releases and closes the pair of gripping jaws 56 in the Z direction, a support body 58 that slidably supports the device body 55 in the X direction inside a groove 58a extending in the X direction provided on the side surface, an air cylinder 59 that is built in the support body 58 and moves the device body 55 in the X direction, and a sensor 60 (corresponding to "detecting means of the invention") that detects the component package tape 2.

[0042] The chuck lifting device 52 includes a moving body 61 on which the support body 58 of the chuck device 51 is mounted and which moves the support body 58 in the Z direction, a support body 62 that is fixed on the stand seat 53 and slidably supports the moving body 61 in the Z direction inside a groove 62a extending in the Z direction provided on the side surface, a motor 63 that is disposed on the upper end of the support body 62, a ball screw 64 extending in the Z direction inside the groove 62a of the support body 62, of which an upper end is connected to a motor shaft of the motor 63 and of which a lower end is rotatably pivoted in a bearing 64a fixed on the stand seat 53, and a nut 65 that passes through the moving body 61 and is capable of screwing the ball screw 64.

[0043] The chuck moving device 54 includes a pair of rails 66, a ball screw 67, a nut 68 that is capable of screwing the ball screw 67, and a motor 69. The pair of rails
As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 7, the tape holding releasing device 70 includes a first releasing device 71 that is capable of releasing the holding of the first tape holding section 95, a second releasing device 72 that is capable of releasing the holding of the second tape holding section 98, a support stand 73 on which the first releasing device 71 and the second releasing device 72 are fixed and supported, and an releasing moving device 74 that moves the support stand 73 in the X direction.

The releasing moving device 74 includes a pair of rails 81 and an air cylinder 82. The pair of rails 81 are provided on the base stand 5 so as to extend in the X direction at a predetermined gap. The support stand 73 is slidably disposed on the pair of rails 81 in the X direction. The air cylinder 82 is disposed between the pair of rails 81 on the base stand 5 and is connected to an air supply source (not illustrated), and a cylinder rod 82a is connected to the support stand 73.

Next, an operation of the automatic tape setting apparatus 1 of the embodiment will be described with reference to the drawings. In an initial state of the automatic tape setting apparatus 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the tape transfer device 50 and the tape holding releasing device 70 are positioned in a state of being separated from the feeder holding stand 10 at a predetermined distance in the X direction. In this state, as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9, an operator sets the tape feeder 90 in the feeder holding stand 10. That is, a bottom surface of the feeder body 91 is mounted and clamped between the pair of support guides 14 on the mounting section 12. The positioning pin 96b and the power supply terminal 96a of the feeder body 91 are respectively inserted into the positioning hole 16 and the power supply section 15 of the abutting section 13. Then, the tape reel 3 is mounted on the reel mounting section 92 and a feeder set completion button included in the control device 100 of the automatic tape setting apparatus 1 is pressed.

Then, as illustrated in Fig. 10, the tape transport control device 101 and the tape holding releasing control device 103 move the tape transport device 30 and the tape holding releasing device 70 in a state where the tape transport device 30 and the tape holding releasing device 70 are separated from the feeder holding stand 10 in the X direction by the predetermined distance in the X direction so as to approach the feeder holding stand 10. Then, as illustrated in Fig. 11, the tape transport control device 101 inserts the feed device 31 and the guide 32 of the tape transport device 30 into the feeder body 91 of the tape feeder 90 held in the feeder holding stand 10. Furthermore, the tape holding releasing control device 103 inserts the first lever 75 of the first releasing device 71 and the second lever 78 of the second releasing device 72 of the tape holding releasing device 70 into the operation side of the lever 95b of the first tape holding section 95 and into the operation side of the lever 98d of the second tape holding section 98 of the tape feeder 90 held in the feeder holding stand 10 (see Figs. 12 and 26). Then, as illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13, the tape holding releasing control device 103 raises the first support stand 76 of the first releasing device 71 of the tape holding releasing device 70 in the Z direction and then lifts the lever 95b of the first tape holding section 95 with the first lever 75. Therefore, the first tape holding section 95 rotates upward about the rotation fulcrum 95a and the holding state with the pitch feed mechanism section 93 is released.

Here, as illustrated in Fig. 14, the operator pulls out the component package tape 2 from the tape reel 3 mounted on the reel mounting section 92 of the tape feeder 90 and takes the leading end section (the leading end section 22a of the top tape 2) of the component package tape 2 in a tape entrance 32aa of the guide 32a of the tape transport device 30. When the sensor 39 of the tape transport device 30 detects the leading end section 22a of the top tape 2 and the detection signal is delivered to the tape transport control device 101, the tape transport control device 101 allows the driving of each of the gear motors 38a, 38b, 38c, and 38d and the motor 93b to start, and rotation of each of the driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d and the sprocket 93a to start. Then, when the operator inserts the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 through the tape entrance 32aa of the guide 32a, the component package tape 2 is delivered by each of the driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d, and is guided by the guides 32a and 32b and the tape feed guide 94, and passes through a gap between the first tape holding section 95 and the pitch feed mechanism section 93.

As illustrated in Fig. 15, when the sensor 60 of the tape transfer device 50 detects a boundary between the leading end of the carrier tape 21 and the top tape...
22 of the component package tape 2 and delivers the detection signal to the tape transport control device 101, the tape transport control device 101 allows the driving of the gear motors 38a, 38b, 38c, and 38d and the motor 93b to stop, and rotation of the driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d and the sprocket 93a to stop. At this time, the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 of the component package tape 2 is positioned between the pair of gripping jaws 56.

[0051] As illustrated in Fig. 16, the tape holding releasing control device 103 allows the first support stand 76 (the first lever 75) of the first releasing device 71 to be lowered and the first tape holding section 95 to be rotated downward about the rotation fulcrum 95a, and the component package tape 2 to be held between the first tape holding section 95 and the pitch feed mechanism section 93. Then, the tape transport control device 101 allows the motor 93b to be driven and the sprocket 93a to be rotated, and the component package tape 2 to be transported between the pair of gripping jaws 56 by the predetermined distance.

[0052] As illustrated in Fig. 17, the tape transfer control device 102 allows the pair of gripping jaws 56 to be moved in a closing direction until the pair of gripping jaws 56 comes into contact with the component package tape 2, that is, immediately before the component package tape 2 is completely gripped. Then, as illustrated in Fig. 18, the tape transport control device 101 allows the motor 93b to be driven in the opposite direction to the previous direction and the sprocket 93a to be reversely rotated, and the component package tape 2 to be reversely transported between the pair of gripping jaws 56 by the predetermined distance. Thereafter, the tape transfer control device 102 allows the top tape 22 to be completely gripped by the pair of gripping jaws 56.

[0053] As described above, it is possible to cope with a case where the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 is bent during transportation of the component package tape 2 in the tape transport device 30 by transporting and reversely transporting the component package tape 2 between the pair of gripping jaws 56 by the predetermined distance. That is, as illustrated in Fig. 19, when the sensor 60 of the tape transfer device 50 detects the boundary between the leading end of the carrier tape 21 and the top tape 22 of the component package tape 2, and delivers the detection signal to the tape transport control device 101, the tape transport control device 101 allows the driving of the gear motors 38a, 38b, 38c, and 38d and the motor 93b to stop, and rotation of the driving rollers 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d and the sprocket 93a to stop. At this time, the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 of the component package tape 2 is bent to the side of the carrier tape 21.

[0054] As illustrated in Fig. 20, the tape holding releasing control device 103 allows the first support stand 76 (the first lever 75) of the first releasing device 71 to be lowered and the first tape holding section 95 to be rotated downward about the rotation fulcrum 95a, and the component package tape 2 to be held between the first tape holding section 95 and the pitch feed mechanism section 93. Then, the tape transport control device 101 allows the motor 93b to be driven and the sprocket 93a to be rotated, and the component package tape 2 to be transported between the pair of gripping jaws 56 by the predetermined distance.

[0055] As illustrated in Fig. 21, the tape transfer control device 102 allows the pair of gripping jaws 56 to be moved in the closing direction until the pair of gripping jaws 56 comes into contact with the component package tape 2, that is, immediately before the component package tape 2 is completely gripped. Then, as illustrated in Fig. 22, the tape transport control device 101 allows the motor 93b to be driven in the opposite direction to the previous direction and the sprocket 93a to be reversely rotated, and the component package tape 2 to be reversely transported between the pair of gripping jaws 56 by the predetermined distance. At this time, since the bent leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 of the component package tape 2 is returned so that the leading end section 22a is protruded from the leading end of the carrier tape 21 by the pair of gripping jaws 56, it is possible to eliminate the bending of the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22. Thereafter, the tape transfer control device 102 allows the top tape 22 to be completely gripped by the pair of gripping jaws 56. Moreover, when the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 is gripped by the pair of gripping jaws 56, the component package tape 2 may be transported or reversely transported between the pair of gripping jaws 56 by the predetermined distance or the pair of gripping jaws 56 may be transported or reversely transported by the predetermined distance in the Y direction.

[0056] When the tape transfer control device 102 allows the top tape 22 to be completely gripped by the pair of gripping jaws 56, the tape transport control device 101 allows the tape transport device 30 to be separated from the feeder holding stand 10 in the X direction by the predetermined distance. That is, when the tape transfer control device 102 controls the chuck moving device 54 of the tape transfer device 50 and a tape set device 50A (see Fig. 6) formed of the chuck device 51 and the chuck lifting device 52 on the stand seat 53 is moved in the Y direction, the tape transport control device 101 allows the tape transport device 30 to be moved to the position where the tape set device 50A and the tape transport device 30 do not interfere with each other. Then, as illustrated in Figs. 23 and 24, the tape transfer control device 102 allows the pair of gripping jaws 56 to be raised to lift the top tape 22 and the pair of gripping jaws 56 to be moved to the rear end side of the feeder body 91, and the top tape 22 to be engaged with the top tape peeling section 95d. Furthermore, the pair of gripping jaws 56 are moved to the rear end side of the feeder body 91 and as illustrated in Fig. 25, the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 is hanged on the rollers 99a and 99b of the top tape feed guide 99 in an S shape. At this time, the tape transfer control device 102 synchronously con-
controls a transfer operation on the top tape 22 of the pair of gripping jaws 56 and a pitch feed operation on the component package tape 2 of the pitch feed mechanism section 93 to smoothly transfer the top tape 22.

[0057] Meanwhile, as illustrated in Figs. 26 and 27, the tape holding releasing control device 103 allows the second support stand 79 of the second releasing device 72 of the tape holding releasing device 70 to be moved in the Y direction and the arm 98c of the second tape holding section 98 to be rotated to the rear end side of the feeder body 91 around the rotation fulcrum 98b using the second lever 78. Therefore, since the gear 98a of the second tape holding section 98 is separated from the gear 97a of the top tape delivery mechanism section 97, a holding state with the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 is released.

[0058] Then, as illustrated in Fig. 28, the tape transfer control device 102 allows the pair of gripping jaws 56 to be lowered and the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 to pass through between the gear 98a of the second tape holding section 98 and the gear 97a of the top tape delivery mechanism section 97. At this time, the top tape 22 intersects the component package tape 2 during transportation, but is engaged with a notch 91a provided inside the feeder body 91 so as to straddle the component package tape 2, and interference with the component package tape 2 is prevented.

[0059] Thereafter, the tape holding releasing control device 103 allows the second support stand 79 of the second releasing device 72 to be moved in the Y direction and the arm 98c of the second tape holding section 98 to be rotated to the front end side of the feeder body 91 around the rotation fulcrum 98b, and the top tape 22 to be held between the gear 98a of the second tape holding section 98 and the gear 97a of the top tape delivery mechanism section 97. Then, the tape transfer control device 102 allows the pair of gripping jaws 56 to be moved in the releasing direction and the gripping on the top tape 22 to be released. Then, the tape transfer control device 102 allows the pair of gripping jaws 56 to be moved in the Y direction and returned to an original standby position, that is, to a position on the leading end side of the feeder body 91.

[0060] The tape transfer control device 102 allows the motor 93b to be driven and the sprocket 93a to be rotated, and performs cueing of the component 4 stored in the carrier tape 21, that is, positioning of the component 4, in the component suction position P. Then, the operator cuts the delivered carrier tape 21 ahead of the component 4 positioned in the component suction position P. The tape holding releasing control device 103 allows the tape holding releasing device 70 to be separated from the feeder holding stand 10 in the X direction by the predetermined distance. In this manner, the automatic setting of the component package tape 2 with respect to the tape feeder 90 is completed, and thus the operator removes the tape feeder 90 from the feeder holding stand 10 and sets the tape feeder 90 to the component mounting machine.

[0061] As described above, according to the automatic tape setting apparatus 1 of the embodiment, the tape transport device 30 transports the component package tape 2 that is pulled out from the tape reel 3 to the pitch feed mechanism section 93. Then, the tape holding releasing device 70 holds the component package tape 2 in the first tape holding section 95 that is in the released state. Furthermore, the tape transfer device 70 clamps the leading end section 22a of the top tape 22 adhered to the carrier tape 21 that is transported to the pitch feed mechanism section 93 and transfers the top tape 22 to the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 after peeling the top tape 22 from the carrier tape 21 with the top tape peeling section 95d. Then, the tape holding releasing device 70 holds the top tape 22 in the second tape holding section 98 that is in the released state. Therefore, since it is not necessary to respectively provide pull-out sections in the carrier tape 21 and the top tape 22 and it is not necessary to prepare a dedicated tape feeder in which the transport path through which the pull-out sections pass is provided as the related art, it is possible to use the general-purpose tape feeder 90 and it is possible to suppress the cost. Furthermore, since the carrier tape 21 and the top tape 22 can be automatically and reliably set in the pitch feed mechanism section 93 and in the top tape delivery mechanism section 97, respectively, only by entering the component package tape 2 that is pulled out from the tape reel 3 into the tape transport device 30, it is possible to significantly reduce the setting time.

[0062] Furthermore, when the top tape 22 is transferred and set in the top tape delivery mechanism section 97, the tape transfer control device 102 of the control device 100 synchronously controls the transfer operation of the tape transfer device 50 and the pitch feed operation of the pitch feed mechanism section 93. Therefore, it is possible to smoothly peel the top tape 22 from the carrier tape 21 and it is possible to automatically and reliably set the top tape 22 in the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 by preventing the top tape 22 from being cut during transferring.

[0063] Furthermore, the power supply section 15 of the feeder holding stand 10 supplies power to the pitch feed mechanism section 93 of the tape feeder 90 that is held in the feeder holding stand 10. Therefore, it is possible to further reduce the setting time since it is possible to start setting of the component package tape 2 by simply holding the tape feeder 90 in the feeder holding stand 10 and it is not necessary to connect the power supply source to the tape feeder 90 when performing substituting operation of the tape reel 3.

[0064] Furthermore, the feed device 31 of the tape transport device 30 pulls out the component package tape 2 from the tape reel 3 while pinching the component package tape 2 and the component package tape 2 is transported to the pitch feed mechanism section 93 by the feed device 31 while being guided by the guide 32. Therefore, it is possible to transport the component pack-
Furthermore, when the top tape 22 is clamped by the chuck device 51, the tape transfer control device 102 of the control device 100 can allow the component package tape 2 to be moved in the transport direction and the reverse transport direction with respect to the chuck device 51 by the predetermined distance. Therefore, even when the top tape 22 is bent in the reverse transport direction during transportation of the component package tape 2, it is possible to return the top tape 22 to a state before the top tape 22 is bent by moving the component package tape 2 in the transport direction and the reverse transport direction as described above.

Furthermore, when the component package tape 2 is set in the pitch feed mechanism section 93, the transport moving device 35 and the releasing moving device 74 allow the tape transport device 30 and the tape holding releasing device 70 to approach the tape feeder 90. Therefore, since the tape transport device 30 and the tape holding releasing device 70 are separated from the tape feeder 90 before the component package tape 2 is set, it is possible to easily set the tape feeder 90 in the feeder holding stand 10. Furthermore, when the top tape 22 is set in the top tape delivery mechanism section 97, the transport moving device 35 allows the tape transport device 30 to be separated from the tape feeder 90. Therefore, it is possible to automatically and reliably set the top tape 22 in the top tape delivery mechanism section 97 without interfering with the tape transport device 30 during operation of the tape transfer device 50.

Moreover, in the embodiments described above, the transport moving device 35 of the tape transport device 30, the chuck device 51 of the tape transfer device 50, the first releasing device 71 and the second releasing device 72 of the tape holding releasing device 70 are configured including the air cylinders, but may be configured including motors, ball screw mechanisms, belt mechanisms or the like. Furthermore, the chuck lifting device 52 and the chuck moving device 54 of the tape transfer device 50 are configured including the motor and the ball screw mechanism, but may be configured including the motor and the belt mechanism. Furthermore, the chuck moving device 54 of the tape transfer device 50 may be configured including a cam mechanism in which a member in which a groove cam is formed is mounted on the stand seat 11 of the feeder holding stand 10 and a cam follower is mounted on the chuck device 51.

**Industrial Applicability**

The automatic tape setting apparatus of the invention is capable of being applied to a case where the component package tape is automatically set in the tape feeder on which the tape reel around which the component package tape is wound is mounted.

**Reference Signs List**

**Claims**

1. An automatic tape setting apparatus (1) for automatically setting a component package tape fed by a tape feeder (90), wherein the tape feeder (90) includes:

   a pitch feed mechanism section (93) that pitch feeds the component package tape (2) from a tape reel (3) around which the component package tape (2) in which a top tape (22) is adhered is wound to an upper surface of a carrier tape (21) in which components are stored at predetermined pitch; a first tape holding section (95) that is provided in the pitch feed mechanism section (93); a pitch feed mechanism section (93) and holds the component package tape (2) that is pitch fed from deviating from the pitch feed mechanism section (93); a top tape peeling section (95d) that is provided in the first tape holding section (95) and peels the top tape (22) from the component package tape (2); a top tape delivery mechanism section (97) that delivers the top tape (22) that is peeled from the component package tape (2) in the top tape peeling section (95d) in a direction opposite to a pitch feed direction of the component package tape (2); and a second tape holding section (98) that is provided in the top tape delivery mechanism section (97) and holds the top tape (22) that is delivered, the automatic tape setting apparatus (1) being characterized by comprising:
The automatic tape setting apparatus (1) according to claim 1, wherein a tape transfer control device (102) is provided that is configured to transfer and to pull out the component package tape (2) from the tape reel (3) and is configured to transport the component package tape (2) then to the pitch feed mechanism section (93), and a guide that guides the transported component package tape (2).

5. The automatic tape setting apparatus (1) according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the tape transfer device (50) is provided with clamping means (51) for clamping the top tape (22) and detecting means (60) for detecting a predetermined position of the transported component package tape (2) on a leading end side, and wherein the automatic tape setting apparatus (1) is provided with a tape transfer control device (102) that is configured to temporarily stop the transport of the component package tape (2) when the predetermined position is detected by the detecting means (60), and to set one of the component package tape (2) and the clamping means (51) in the pitch feed mechanism section (93) after moving the one of the component package tape (2) and the clamping means (51) in a transport direction and a reverse transport direction of the component package tape (2) by a predetermined distance.

6. The automatic tape setting apparatus (1) according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the tape transport device (30) and the tape holding releasing device (70) are respectively disposed on both sides across the tape feeder (90) that is held in the feeder holding stand (10), wherein the tape transport device (30) is provided with a transport moving device (35) that is configured to allow the tape transport device (30) to approach the tape feeder (90) when the component package tape (2) is automatically set in the pitch feed mechanism section (93) and to allow the tape transport device (30) to detach from the tape feeder (90) when the top tape (22) is automatically set in the pitch feed mechanism section (93), and wherein the tape holding releasing device (70) is configured to allow the tape holding releasing device (70) to approach the tape feeder (90) when the component package tape (2) is automatically set in the pitch feed mechanism section (93) and to allow the tape holding releasing device (70) to be detached from the tape feeder (90) after setting of the top tape (22) is completed.

7. A system comprising the automatic tape setting apparatus (1) according to claim 1 and the tape feeder (90) as defined in claim 1.

Patentansprüche

1. Automatische Bandeinlege-Vorrichtung (1) zum au-
wobei die Bandzuführeinrichtung (90) enthält:

einen Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93), der das Bauteilträgerband (2) von einer Bandspule (3), auf die das Bauteilträgerband (2) gewickelt ist, bei dem ein oberes Band (22) an einer Oberseite eines Trägerbandes (21) angeklebt ist, an dem Bauteile in vorgegebenen Schrittabständen aufbewahrt werden, schrittweise zu einer Bauteil-Ansaugposition (P) zuführt;
einen ersten Bandhalte-Teilabschnitt (95), der in dem Schritttransport-Mechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) befindet und das Bauteilträgerband (2) hält, um zu verhindern, dass das Bauteilträgerband (2), das schrittweise zugeführt wird, von dem Schritttransport-Mechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) löst; einen Teilabschnitt (95d) zum Abziehen des oberen Bandes, der sich in dem ersten Bandhalte-Teilabschnitt (95) befindet und das obere Band (22) von dem Bauteilträgerband (2) abzieht;
einen Ableitmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (97) für das obere Band, der das obere Band (22), das in dem Teilabschnitt (95d) zum Abziehen des oberen Bandes von dem Bauteilträgerband (2) abgezogen wird, in einer Richtung entgegengesetzt zu einer Schritttransportrichtung des Bauteilträgerbandes (2) ableitet; und einen zweiten Bandhalte-Teilabschnitt (98), der sich in dem Ableitmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (97) für das obere Band befindet und das obere Band (22) hält, das abgeleitet wird, wobei die automatische Bandeindelege-Vorrichtung (1) dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass sie umfasst:
ein Zuführeinrichtungs-Gestell (10), das so eingestellt ist, dass es die Bandzuführeinrichtung (90) hält, in der die Bandspule (3) an einem Spulenanhangungs-Teilabschnitt (92) angebracht ist;
eine Bandtransporteinrichtung (30), die so eingestellt ist, dass sie das von der Bandspule (3) abgezogene Bauteilträgerband (2) zu dem Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) transportiert;
eine Bandüberführungseinrichtung (50), die so eingerichtet ist, dass sie ein vorderes Ende des oberen Bandes (22) festklemmt, das an dem Trägerband (21) angeklebt ist, das zu dem Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) transportiert wird, und so eingerichtet ist, dass sie das obere Band (22) in dem Teilabschnitt (95d) zum Abziehen des oberen Bandes von dem Trägerband (21) abzieht, und so eingerichtet ist, dass sie das obere Band (22) anschließend zu dem Ableitmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (97) für das obere Band überführt; und eine Einrichtung (70) zum Lösen des Haltes des Bandes, die so eingerichtet ist, dass sie Hal ten des ersten Bandhalte-Teilabschnitts (95) löst, wenn das Bauteilträgerband (2) durch die Bandtransporteinrichtung (30) transportiert wird, und in den Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) eingelegt ist, das Bauteilträgerband (2) in dem ersten Bandhalte-Teilabschnitt (95) hält, nachdem das Bauteilträgerband (2) eingelegt ist, Halten des zweiten Bandhalte-Teilabschnitts (98) löst, wenn das obere Band (22) durch die Bandüberführungseinrichtung (50) überführt wird und in den Ableitmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (97) für das obere Band eingelegt ist, und das obere Band (22) in dem zweiten Bandhalte-Teilabschnitt (98) hält, nachdem das obere Band (22) eingelegt ist.

2. Automatische Bandeindelegevorrichtung (1) nach An spruch 1, wobei eine Bandüberführungs-Steuerungseinrich tung (102) vorhanden ist, die so eingestellt ist, dass sie das obere Band (22) zu dem Ableitmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (97) für das obere Band überführt und in ihn einlegt, indem sie einen Überführungsvorgang der Bandüberführungseinrichtung (50) und einen Schritttransportvorgang des Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitts (93) synchron steuert.

3. Automatische Bandeindelegevorrichtung (1) nach An spruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Zuführeinrichtungs-Gestell (10) mit einem Stromzuführ-Teilabschnitt versehen ist, der so eingestellt ist, dass er wenigstens dem Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) Strom zuführt.

4. Automatische Bandeindelegevorrichtung (1) nach ei nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die Bandtransporteinrichtung (30) mit einer Zuführeinrichtung (31), die so eingestellt ist, dass sie das Bauteilträgerband (2) festklemmt und von der Bandspule (3) abzieht, und so eingerichtet ist, dass sie das Bauteilträgerband (2) anschließend zu dem Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) transportiert, und einer Führung versehen ist, die das transportierte Bauteilträgerband (2) führt.

5. Automatische Bandeindelegevorrichtung (1) nach ei nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei die Bandüberführungseinrichtung (50) mit einer Klemmeinrichtung (51) zum Festklemmen des oberen Bandes (22) sowie einer Erfassungseinrichtung (60) zum Erfassen einer vorgegebenen Position des transportierten Bauteilträgerbandes (2) an einer Seite des vorderen Endes versehen ist, und
d’alimentation par bande (90),
dans lequel le dispositif d’alimentation par bande (90) inclut :

une section de mécanisme d’alimentation par pas (93) qui fournit par pas la bande de boîters de composants (2) à partir d’une bobine de bande (3) autour de laquelle est enroulée sur une position d’aspiration des composants (P) la bande de boîters de composants (2), sur laquelle une bande supérieure (22) est collée sur la surface supérieure d’une bande porteuse (21), dans laquelle des composants sont stockés à des pas prédéterminés,

une première section de maintien de bande (95) qui est prévue dans la section de mécanisme d’alimentation par pas (93) et qui maintient la bande de boîters de composants (2) pour empêcher la bande de boîters de composants (2), qui est alimentée par pas, de s’écarter de la section de mécanisme d’alimentation par pas (93),

une section de décollement de bande supérieure (95d) qui est prévue dans la première section de maintien de bande (95) et qui décolle la bande supérieure (20) de la bande de boîters de composants (2),

une section de mécanisme de délivrance de bande supérieure (97) qui délivre la bande supérieure (22) qui est décollée de la bande de boîters de composants (2) dans la section de décollement de bande supérieure (95d) dans une direction opposée à la direction d’alimentation par pas de la bande de boîters de composants (2),

une seconde section de maintien de bande (98) qui est prévue dans la section de mécanisme de délivrance de bande supérieure (97) et qui maintient la bande supérieure (22) qui est délivrée,

l’appareil automate d’installation de bande (1) étant caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend :

un poste de maintien de dispositif d’alimentation (10) qui est configuré pour maintenir le dispositif d’alimentation par bande (90) dans lequel est montée la bobine de bande (3) sur une section de montage de bobines (92),

un dispositif de transport de bande (30) qui est configuré pour transporter la bande de boîters de composants (2) extraite de la bobine de bande (3) vers la section de mécanisme d’alimentation par pas (93),

un dispositif de transfert de bande (50) qui est configuré pour agripper l’extrémité de tête de la bande supérieure (22) collée à la bande porteuse (21) qui est transportée vers la section de mécanisme d’alimenta-

6. Automatique Bandeinlegevorrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei die Bandtransporteinrichtung (30) und die Einrichtung (70) zum Lösen des Halten des Bandes jeweils an beiden Seiten quer über die Bandzuführungseinrichtung (90) angeordnet sind, die in dem Zuführungseinsatz-Gestell (10) gehalten wird, die Bandtransporteinrichtung (30) mit einer Transport-Verschiebeeinrichtung (35) versehen ist, die so eingerichtet ist, dass die Bandtransporteinrichtung (30) der Bandzuführungseinrichtung (90) nähert, wenn das Bauteilträgerband (2) automatisch in den Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) eingelegt wird, und zulässt, dass die Bandtransporteinrichtung (30) von der Bandzuführungseinrichtung (90) gelöst wird, wenn das obere Band (22) automatisch in den Ableitmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (97) für das obere Band eingelegt wird, und die Einrichtung (70) zum Lösen des Halten des Bandes mit einer Lös-Verschiebungseinrichtung versehen ist, die so eingerichtet ist, dass sie zulässt, dass sich die Bandtransporteinrichtung (30) der Bandzuführungseinrichtung (90) nähert, wenn das Bauteilträgerband (2) automatisch in den Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) eingelegt wird, und wenn das obere Band (22) automatisch in den Ableitmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (97) für das obere Band eingelegt wird, und die Einrichtung (70) zum Lösen des Halten des Bandes mit einer Lös-Verschiebungseinrichtung versehen ist, die so eingerichtet ist, dass die Einrichtung (70) zum Lösen des Halten des Bandes mit einer Lös-Verschiebungseinrichtung (90) näher, wenn das Bauteilträgerband (2) automatisch in den Schritttransportmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (93) eingelegt wird, und wenn das obere Band (22) automatisch in den Ableitmechanismus-Teilabschnitt (97) für das obere Band eingelegt wird, und zulässt, dass die Einrichtung (70) zum Lösen des Halten des Bandes mit einer Lös-Verschiebungseinrichtung (90) gelöst wird, nachdem Einlegen des oberen Bandes (22) abgeschlossen ist.

7. System, das die automatische Bandeinlegevorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1 und die Bandzuführungseinrichtung (90) umfasst, wie sie in Anspruch 1 definiert ist.

Revendications

1. Appareil automatique d’installation de bande (1) destiné à installer automatiquement une bande de boîters de composants délivrée par un dispositif
Appareil automatique d’installation de bande (1) se-
5 lon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans
lequel le dispositif de transfert de bande (30) est
munis d’un moyen de préréglage (51) destiné à
saisir la bande supérieure (22), ainsi que d’un moyen
de détection (60) destiné à détecter une position prédé-
déterminée de la bande de boîtiers de composants
(2) transportée sur le côté de l’extrémité avant, et
l’appareil automatique d’installation de bande (1) est
munis d’un dispositif de commande de transfert de
bande (102) qui est configuré pour arrêter temporaire-
ment le transport de la bande de boîtiers de com-
posants (2) lorsque la position prédéterminée est dé-
tectée par le moyen de détection (60), ainsi que pour
installer l’un de la bande de boîtiers de composants
(2) et du moyen de préréglage (51) dans la section
de mécanisme d’alimentation par pas (93) après
avoir déplacé d’une distance prédéterminée l’élé-
ment parmi la bande de boîtiers de composants (2)
et le moyen de préréglage (51) dans le sens du
transport et dans le sens inverse du transport de la
bande de boîtiers de composants (2).

6. Appareil automatique d’installation de bande (1) se-
lon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5,
dans lequel le dispositif de transport de bande (30)
et le dispositif de libération de maintien de bande
(70) sont respectivement placés sur les deux côtés
de part et l’autre du dispositif d’alimentation par ban-
de (90) qui est maintenu dans le poste de maintien
de dispositif d’alimentation (10), dans lequel le dispositif de transport de bande (30) est muni d’un dispositif de déplacement de transport (35) qui est configuré pour permettre au dispositif de transport de bande (30) de se rapprocher du dispo-
sitif d’alimentation par bande (90) lorsque la bande
de boîtiers de composants (2) est installée auto-
matement dans la section de mécanisme d’alimen-
tation par pas (93), ainsi que pour permettre la libé-oration du dispositif de transport de bande (30) par
rapport au dispositif d’alimentation par bande (90)
lorsque la bande supérieure (22) est installée auto-
matement dans le section de mécanisme de déli-
vrance de bande supérieure (97), et dans lequel le dispositif de libération de maintien de
bande (70) est muni d’un dispositif de déplacement
de libération (74) qui est configuré pour permettre
au dispositif de libération de maintien de bande (70)
de se rapprocher du dispositif d’alimentation par
bande (90) lorsque la bande de boîtiers de compo-
sants (2) est installée automatiquement dans la sec-
tion de mécanisme d’alimentation par pas (93) et
lorsque la bande supérieure (22) est installé auto-
mátiquement dans la section de mécanisme de dé-
livrance de bande supérieure (97), ainsi que pour permettre la libération du dispositif de libération de maintien de bande (70) par rapport au dispositif d'alimentation par bande (90) après que l'installation de la bande supérieure (22) est achevée.

7. Système comprenant l'appareil automatique d'installation de bande (1) conforme à la revendication 1 et au dispositif d'alimentation par bande (90) défini dans la revendication 1.
FIG. 16
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